








N8731A N8732A N8733A N8734A N8735A N8736A

DC output ratings

Output ripple and noise

Load effect

Source effect

Programming accuracy

Measurement accuracy

Load transient recovery time



N8737A N8738A N8739A N8740A N8741A N8742A

DC output ratings

Output ripple and noise

Load effect

Source effect

Programming accuracy

Measurement accuracy

Load transient recovery time



 N8731A N8732A N8733A N8734A N8735A N8736A

Output response time

Command response time (add this to the output response time to obtain the total programming time)

Remote sense compensation

Over-voltage protection

Output ripple and noise

Programming resolution

Measurement resolution

Front panel display accuracy

(4 digits; ± 1 count)

Temperature stability (over 8 hours, after a 30 minute warm-up, with constant line, load, and temperature)

Temperature coef3cient (after a 30 minute warm-up)



 N8737A N8738A N8739A N8740A N8741A N8742A

Output response time

Command response time (add this to the output response time to obtain the total programming time)

Remote sense compensation

Over-voltage protection

Output ripple and noise

Programming resolution

Measurement resolution

Front panel display accuracy

(4 digits; ± 1 count)

Temperature stability (over 8 hours, after a 30 minute warm-up, with constant line, load, and temperature)

Temperature coef3cient (after a 30 minute warm-up)



 N8754A N8755A N8756A N8757A N8758A

DC output ratings

Output ripple and noise

Load effect

Source effect

Programming accuracy

Measurement accuracy

Load transient recovery time



 N8759A N8760A N8761A N8762A

DC output ratings

Output ripple and noise

Load effect

Source effect

Programming accuracy

Measurement accuracy

Load transient recovery time



 N8754A N8755A N8756A N8757A N8758A

Output response time

Command response time (add this to the output response time to obtain the total programming time)

Remote sense compensation

Over-voltage protection

Output ripple and noise

Programming resolution

Measurement resolution

Front panel display accuracy

(4 digits; ± 1 count)

Temperature stability (over 8 hours, after a 30 minute warm-up, with constant line, load, and temperature)

Temperature coef3cient



 N8759A N8760A N8761A N8762A

Output response time

Command response time (add this to the output response time to obtain the total programming time)

Remote sense compensation

Over-voltage protection

Output ripple and noise

Programming resolution

Measurement resolution

Front panel display accuracy

(4 digits; ± 1 count)

Temperature stability (over 8 hours, after a 30 minute warm-up, with constant line, load, and temperature)

Temperature coef3cient



All Models (unless otherwise speci3ed) 

Analog programming and monitoring

Series and parallel capability

Savable states

Interface capabilities

Environmental conditions



Regulatory compliance

Acoustic noise declaration

Output terminal isolation

All Models (unless otherwise speci3ed) 

Dimensions



All Models (unless otherwise speci3ed) 

AC Input

Ef3ciency



AC InputDC Output

F



Front panel

Rear panel with busbars

Rear panel with wire clamp connectors



Model Voltage (V)  Current (A) Max Power (W) Series

All Models (unless otherwise speci3ed)
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